“RJW” Series Configurations

HPL  Hinged, flush bonded window, padlock latch

Design Features
- Scratch and abrasion resistant UVA acrylic flush bonded window
- Padlock latch for quick entry
- Snap catch concept with toggle action
- Integral hasp provides secure loop for padlock (padlock not included)
- Can be lifted and released with ease
- Full 180°+ door opening
- Maintains both watertight and submersible ratings with installed window

FHPL  Fiberglass hinged, flush bonded window, pad lock latch

Design Features
- Fiberglass hinge for maximum corrosion resistance
- Removable lift off cover capability
- Scratch and abrasion resistant UVA acrylic flush bonded window
- Padlock latch for quick entry and security capabilities
- Extended depth cover
- Full 180°+ door opening

FHW  Fiberglass hinged, flush bonded window, four cover screws

Design Features
- Fiberglass hinge provides maximum corrosion resistance
- Scratch and abrasion resistant UVA acrylic flush bonded window
- Pan head stainless steel screws maintain low profile on cover
- Four cover screws configuration secures cover
- Full 180°+ door opening

FHPL  Fiberglass hinged, flush bonded window, link lock latch

Design Features
- Fiberglass hinge for maximum corrosion resistance
- Removable lift off cover capability
- Scratch and abrasion resistant UVA acrylic flush bonded window
- Link lock latch mechanism for easy entry
- Full 180°+ door opening
- Extended depth cover

Stahlin has always offered the capability of providing enclosures in custom colors... and we always will!

Now we are pleased to introduce standard in-stock colors, available off-the-shelf for quick shipping. There are twenty-two specific part numbers available for each color category, red, white or yellow. There are no minimum order requirements. All model numbers are in stock at all times.

Additional color lines will be coming your way in the future.

You can always rely on Stahlin for quality custom colors to match specific enclosure-related needs. Now, you can also depend on us for the convenience of ready-to-ship standard in-stock colors.